
 

“A radiant golden axis framed by two blue pylons”. 
Goldberg Variationen 30+2 by Benjamin Samuel 
 

 
 
PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

Beholding Bach and Beethoven 
 

Frankfurt-based artist Benjamin Samuel translates Bach and Beethoven’s variation 
works into visual forms and colours 
 
Does music exist beyond the temporal dimension? 
  
According to Benjamin Samuel, the answer is yes. By transferring the entirety of Johann 
Sebastian Bach's Goldberg Variations and Ludwig van Beethoven's Diabelli Variations, he 
has brought music to the visual realm via two large installations. 
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Multimedia Spectacles 
 
 

  
Isaac Newton alliance of  spectral colours and 
tonal scales, from: Opticks, 1704  

Alexander Rimington’s 
Colour Organ, 1893 

 
 
It started with Sir Isaac Newton. His revolutionary work Opticks from 1704 described the 
mathematical relationship between colours and musical tones. Composers then used this 
idea to add colours and light into their compositions. The colour organ became popular, 
providing both sound and colour to its audiences.  
 
Musical examples are found in different eras: the Russian composer Alexander Scriabin with 
his symphonic poem Prometheus in the early twentieth century; the Greek composer Iannis 
Xenakis, who presented his audio-visual spectacles, such as Polytope de Montréal in 1967; 
and shortly thereafter the popular psychedelic Liquid Light Shows by Mike Leonard for Pink 
Floyd and Joshua White for the Fillmore East. 
 
Despite the diversity of these spectacular performances, Benjamin Samuel felt there was 
still an unmet challenge: "Connecting sounds with colour creates a predicament. Light and 
sound are physically very different phenomena. Similarly so for human sensory organs; the 
eye and the ear translate their respective stimulus very differently."  
 
The German physicist Hermann Helmholtz also concluded in his doctoral thesis On the 
nature of human sensations by noting "that little analogy exists between sound perception 
and colour perception."  
 
"An analogy of tones and colours can be applied at the level of human perception," concludes 
Benjamin Samuel. "The basic stimuli - light and sound - are different, but both reach the brain 
using the language of electrical impulses. This analogy depends on the relationship of 
sounds with each other and colours with each other. We don’t have to establish an absolute, 
arbitrary link between a specific note with a specific colour. For example: Newton assigned 
the musical note 'C' to the colour blue, which is arbitrary. However, once another 'C' is 
played one octave higher, it should be assigned to a lighter sky-blue, and its musical 
dominant 'G' corresponds to its complimentary colour yellow.  Notes that sound 
simultaneously, such as musical intervals and chords, create more than the sum of their 
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parts. The sounds embodying yellow and blue would not be represented by their individual 
hues, but rather as a mixture: green." 
 

 
Software Coding Technique 
 
 

 
The first notes of the first Goldberg Variation 
represented in digital MIDI format  

 
The first Goldberg Variation: Combination of an HSB colour 
space model with a chromatic ‘note-spiral’  

 
Benjamin Samuel used a computer to link a colour-space model with a chromatic note-spiral. 
The colour-space model defines each individual colour using a specific value for its hue, 
saturation and brightness (HSB); in a chromatic note-spiral, notes are arranged in sequence, 
as on the keys of a piano. He initially represented the variation works in MIDI1 format and 
interpreted by a software programme that he specially designed for this. Individual 
overlapping sounds were assigned corresponding colours and mixed. 
 
The Goldberg Variationen 30+2 required the processing of 75,730 lines of MIDI code, the 
Diabelli Variationen 33 67,770 lines. Benjamin Samuel placed the resulting colours within in a 
two-dimensional coordinate system. Each row within the coordinate system corresponds to 
a single variation, 32 rows for the Goldberg Variations and 33 rows for the Diabelli Variations. 
Each variation starts at the left edge of the canvas and ends at the right edge. He exposed 
the resulting image on a slide film, framed, and back-lit with LED light.  
 

                                                            
1 Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
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The work Diabelli Variationen 33 by Benjamin Samuel  

 
 
Keyboard Instruments during the Baroque and Classical Era  

     
Benjamin Samuel also took into account the techniques employed by the dominant keyboard 
instruments during the Baroque and Classical periods. Bach wrote the Goldberg Variations, 
as indicated by the original score’s title page, for "harpsichord with 2 manuals," a popular 
instrument during the Baroque era. Beethoven's Diabelli Variations was composed for the 
modern "piano-forte", which used leather-covered hammers, enabling the pianist to subtly 
influence the sound. 
 
"I adapted the translation process accordingly: In the Goldberg Variationen 30 + 2, the intensity 
of the assigned colours remains unchanged - akin to the clear sound of the harpsichord. In 
the Diabelli Variationen 33, the intensity of the colour is modified. A tone sounds: the colour 
appears in full saturation, but fades away gradually, like a tone that fades away softly."  
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Bach House in Eisenach 
Harpsichord with two manuals 
Replica for an instrument of Hammer, 1705 
 

Image Source Internet: http://www.schulportal-
thueringen.de/web/guest/media/detail?tspi=2570  

Beethoven House in Bonn 
Beethoven's last grand piano 
Fortepiano Conrad Graf, 1826 
 

Image Source, Internet: http://www.beethoven-haus-
bonn.de/sixcms/detail.php?id=15123&template=dokseite_digitales_arc
hiv_de&_dokid=i4189&_seite=2-1  

 
To implement this effect in the translation process for the Diabelli Variationen 33, Benjamin 
Samuel applied mathematical ADSR2 envelopes, curves which modify the sound in time. 
This technique is applied in modern synthesizer sound production, emulating the sounds of 
various instruments.  
 

 
Example of the translation process: 
Left: The first Goldberg Variation, 
Right: The theme of the Diabelli Variations, using ADSR envelopes 
  

                                                            
2 ADSR-Envelopes: Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release 
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Goldberg Variationen 30+2 (left), Diabelli Variationen 33 (right)  

 
Goldberg’s architectural rigor versus Diabelli’s unchained virtuosity  
 
Benjamin Samuel compressed the compositions, depicting not only the relationships of 
individual sounds to each other, but also the relationships of individual variations to each 
other.   
 

  
Detailed view of the two works: Goldberg Variationen 30+2 (left), Diabelli Variationen 33 (right)  

 
 
The Goldberg Variationen 30+2 shows the Variations’ rigid basic harmony: each variation 
begins and ends with a cadence in G major, visible in the two blue columns along the left 
and right edges of the image. Towards the middle, at the end of the second cadence in D 
major, a golden central axis appears, dividing the entire work symmetrically. It is tempting to 
take the words of Glenn Gould literally, who, in the liner-notes to his famous 1956 recording 
of the Goldberg Variations, described the musical work as "Framed as if by two terminal 
pylons."3  
 
In contrast Diabelli Variationen 33 could not appear more different; devoid of pylons or a 
golden axis, the architectural rigor of a Baroque composer such as Bach gives way to 
spirited technique.  German musicologist Volker Scherliess perceptively described the 
                                                            
3 "With variation 3 begin the canons which subsequently occupy every third segment of the work. Ralph 
Kirkpatrick has imaginatively represented the variations by an architectural analogy. 'Framed as if between two 
terminal pylons.'" Glenn Gould, Liner Notes to the 1956 Goldberg Variations 
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Diabelli Variations in detail: "Unchained virtuosity next to lyrical points of rest; coloured 
planes alternate with sections in which rugged accents brush the theme against the grain." 
Benjamin Samuel’s Variationen depicts just this.  
 
 
 

* * * 
 
 
 

 
 
About Benjamin Samuel 
 
Benjamin Samuel is the nom de plume of Benjamin Samuel Koren. He was born in 1981 in 
Frankfurt am Main. He studied architecture, film and music at the Architectural Association 
in London, the University of Applied Arts Vienna, New York University and the University of 
Miami.   
 
  

Kontakt 
 
Email:   presse@benjaminsamuel.net 
Internet:  www.benjaminsamuel.net 
 
To obtain high-resolution images, please use the contact details above. 


